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government invested heavily to upgrade
capacity. We are reaping the benefit of that
investment today," said Chan.China's health
minister, Li Bin, underlined that Beijing was
coming to terms with the current outbreak but
said concerns remained.“Since May, the
number of new cases has decreased
significantly," Li said in Geneva."Prevention
and control have been proven to be effective.
However, due to our limited understanding of
the virus and the disease, it is imperative to
be vigilant, with contingency plans," she
added.

despite efforts since an outbreak of another
form of avian influenza, H1N1, in 2009-10,
far more contingency planning was
essential."Even though work has been done
since that time, the world is not ready for a
large, severe outbreak," Fukuda said.Rapidreaction systems were crucial, given that
health authorities' efforts are already
hampered by lack of knowledge about such
diseases, he insisted."When people get hit
with an emerging disease, you can't just go to
a book and know what to do," he
said.According to the latest official data,
H7N9 avian influenza has infected 130
people in China, and killed 35, since it was
found in humans for the first time in March.It
is one of a vast array of flu viruses carried by
birds, the overwhelming majority of which
pose little or no risk to humans.Experts are
struggling to understand how it spread to
people, amid fears that it could adapt into a
form that can be transmitted easily from
human to human."Any new influenza virus
that infects humans has the potential to
become a global health threat," WHO chief
Margaret Chan told the meeting."This is a
puzzling virus, surrounded by mystery," she
added.China's swift reaction to the outbreak,
including shutting down poultry markets, has
been widely praised.Critics found fault with
its handling of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome -- which triggered a global scare in
2003 when it erupted in east Asia, leaping to
humans from animal hosts and eventually
killing some 800 people."After the SARS
virus experience 10 years ago, the Chinese

NEW YORK: President Obama plans to
name former Bush official James Comey to
replace Robert S. Mueller III as the director of
the FBI, says a New York Times
report.According to an NYT story, Mueller is
stepping down due to an already extended
term limit.Comey, a former Deputy Attorney
General and Republican, beat out White

House counterterrorism advisor Lisa O.
Monaco for the job, the report added.
Reportedly the other finalist, she may have
been hurt by her connection to the
administrations' response to last year's
attacks on Benghazi.Comey most recently
served as general counsel at Ray Dalio's
hedge fund, Bridgewater Associates.The
announcement, apparently delayed by the
Boston bombings, is seen as an effort to
show bipartisanship during a particularly
polarizing time and a move towards a quicker
confirmation. Mueller is mandated to leave
his post by September 4th, so time is an
issue.During his time serving in the Bush
administration, Comey intervened when
White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales and
chief of staff Andrew H. Card Jr attempted to
persuade then-Attorney General John
Ashcroft to reauthorize a warrantless
eavesdropping program when he was ill and
disoriented in a hospital.
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Shahbaz Scrambles To Bring
2,000mw On Line In Nine Months

Karachi: a big drama of social media
friendship or kidnapping for ransom
came to an end monday morning,
when the anti-violent crime cell (avcc)
and citizen-police liaison committee
(cplc) carried out an operation near
hub, rescuing defence area 13-yearold boy, mustafa trapped on a friendly
note.Cplc chief ahmad chinoy said
that mustafa, 13 son of a senior officer of customs department, was
kidnapped from outside a school in defence phase iv here on friday.
avcc ssp niaz khoso said that the kidnappers had demanded a
ransom of rs50 million for the release of mustafa.

Islamabad: even before their formal
takeover, top pml-n leaders, including
shahbaz sharif, have concluded talks
with relevant quarters to bring at least
2,000mw electricity into the national
grid in the next nine months. “this is
just one part of the hectic efforts to
meet the power shortage to get rid of
the excruciating electricity outages,” a
senior pml-n leader said.“as i speak to
you, shahbaz sharif is engaged in negotiations with a chinese
company to resume work on the two abandoned power generation
projects in nandipur and chicho-ki-malian to produce a total of
950mw.”

Countries Express Interest In
Pak-China’s Jf-17 Thunder

Pakistani Women Who Married
Each Other Seek Asylum In Uk

Beijing: many countries around the
world are keen on obtaining jf-17
thunder fighter jet jointly developed by
pakistan and china, said a senior
officer of the pakistan air force on
sunday.“we’ve been getting inquiries
and expressions of interest for the jf17 thunder from many countries in the
middle east, africa and from as far as
south america,” air marshal Sohail
Gul khan, the chairman of the pakistan aeronautical complex, told
china daily.Pakistan has had the privilege of showcasing the fighter
plane twice in china’s international airshow held bi-annually in
zhuhai.

London: two pakistani girls who married
each other under new british laws have
applied for political asylum in the uk
claiming their lives would be in danger if
they returned to pakistan after their civil
marriage in leeds earlier this month,
according to reports.The news had
reported exclusively about the civil
wedding of the two women - rehana
kausar, 34, and sobia komal, 29 - and
since then the event has made headlines
worldwide. The story of the two muslim girls getting into the civil
partnership became such a hit that the two girls have reported to the
police that they have been threatened by extremists and that their lives
will be in danger in pakistan.

Maoist Attack:V C Shukla's
Condition Critical But Stable
The condition of senior congress
leader v c shukla, who received bullet
injuries in saturday's maoist attack,
was today "critical but stable".Dr
naresh trehan, the chairman of
medanta hospital, said 84-year-old
shukla was critical and his recovery
will take a little long due to his
advanced age."He is critical but
stable. He is on ventilator and the
dialysis is going on. We are trying to remove the toxins. He will be in
the icu for long. Treatment will go on for long due to the age factor,"
trehan said.He said there was an intestinal injury and toxicity in the
body.

Shehzad Roy Performs In Rome
Rome: the embassy of pakistan in
rome, in collaboration with zètema
progetto cultura, an agency of
rome’s municipality, organized a
concert by famous pakistani music
star shehzad roy on saturday, 18th
may 2013.The concert was held in
villa borghese, the second largest
public park in rome, and was part of
“la notte dei musei” (the night of
museums). La notte de musei is an
important event on rome’s cultural calendar. On this night, a
series of events such as concerts, plays and other cultural
performances are organized at various locations in the city.
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Mosque, Orphanage Burned In
Myanmar Violence
Yangon: a police officer and a monk in the
remote myanmar city of lashio have
confirmed that a mob burned down a mosque,

Monsanto is one of the biggest makers of
genetically modified seeds. Carrying signs
reading “hell no, gmo” and “we are not lab
rats,” protesters, including one in a cob-ofcorn costume, marched along several streets,
with plans to stop outside premier pauline
marois’s office and an agriculture canada
building. The rally ended at jeanne-mance
park.

Sonia's Revised Narrative On Naxalism
While Sonia Gandhi used the ninth
anniversary of the UPA government to put to
rest speculation of differences between her
and Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on major
policy issues, that differences persisted was
exposed on May 25 again, after a Naxal attack
killed senior Congress leaders in
Chhattisgarh.While the PM had earlier

a muslim orphanage and shops in the
northeastern town after rumors spread that a
muslim man had set fire to a buddhist woman.
According to the policeman and the buddhist
monk contacted by telephone wednesday
morning there were no fatalities after violence
erupted the night before in the northeastern
city.Deadly sectarian violence between
buddhists and muslims has broken out since
last year in other parts of the country, first in a
western region then in central towns. The new
flare-up will reinforce doubts that president
thein sein's government can or will act to
contain the violence.

Montrealers Join Global Anti-GMO
Protest
Montreal — several hundred marchers braved
chilly, rainy weather saturday afternoon to
protest against genetically modified food and
monsanto, the giant agricultural seed
company.They were among thousands taking
part in march against monsanto rallies in more
than 250 cities around the world to express
concern about the health and environmental
effect of genetically modified organisms. “our
goal is to get the government to make gmolabelling mandatory to protect people,” said
the spokesperson for the montreal march, an
artist who goes by the name legal tender.
“people have a right to know what’s in their
food.”Hprotesters, who also took to the streets
in quebec city and sherbrooke, also called on
governments to “tighten the process of
approval and control of gmo’s and (to) promote
and financially support more ecologically
sound agriculture in quebec.” The montreal
rally began at dorchester square, with a
contingent of raging grannies singing antimonsanto songs.
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vice-versa.The attack on congress's state
leadership in chhattisgarh appears to have
forced sonia to partially upgrade her vision on
naxalism. Though her unqualified description
of Saturday's incident as "an attack on
democratic values" still falls short of her
government's assessment of it being a
manifestation of "biggest security challenge", it
is a welcome acknowledgment late in the day
for the upa.There could be no disagreement
over the fact that tribals have systematically
been short-changed over the years, and this
needs to be corrected in a systemic manner.
But the narrative pedalled by self-professed
democratic sympathisers that naxalism today
is only an outcome of historical injustices and,
consequently, confronting them as security
threat is unjust, pending all injustices, is
corrected is faulty. One hopes that sonia's
unqualified description of saturday's incident
as "an attack on democratic values" would help
delink much-needed efforts for welfare of
tribals from the "biggest security challenge".

Oldest Everest Climber Returns Safely
From Peak

described Naxalism as the "biggest security
challenge", the Congress, under the perceived
influence of Sonia, begged to differ. This
dichotomy was visible within the government
with P Chidambaram and Pranab Mukherjee
on one side and Sonia's soldiers Jairam
Ramesh and Kishore Chandra Deo on the
other. Gandhi family loyalist and Congress
general secretary Digvijaya Singh's public
criticism of then home minister Chidambaram
in 2010, in fact, had tied the government's
hands in fighting Maoists.While
acknowledging Naxalism as a "security
threat", Sonia had made it clear to the
government that "greater emphasis" and
"greater sensitivity" towards development
issues was needed rather than "firm police
action" alone to take on Naxals. Ramesh and
Deo had then captured this silenced space
with developmental doses. Ramesh sought to
highlight developmental grants for once Naxalinfested Saranda forests, while silent on the
fact that grants could ride into those forests on
the back of security forces' gains. Definitely not

Katmandu: a brief improvement in weather
conditions has allowed the oldest person to
climb mount everest to leave the mountain on
a helicopter. The aircraft picked up 80-yearold yuichiro miura at camp 2 and flew him to
the base camp and then to katmandu on
sunday. He had initially planned to leave the
mountain on saturday but poor visibility and
bad weather conditions forced the
cancellation of the helicopter flight. The
weather improved briefly on sunday, allowing

the flight.Miura, a japanese former extreme
skier, told reporters at katmandu's airport that
he was happy to have set a new record for
oldest climber. He scaled the 8,850-meter
(29,035-foot) peak on Thursday. A competitor,
nepal's min bahadur sherchan, 81, is still on
the mountain hoping to break miura's
record.
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PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week held for four days
of exciting fashion in Lahore, presenting looks
for Spring/Summer season of 2013. While there
were many key elements on the runway, some
trends stood out more than others.We are
featuring Maheen kharim collection from PFDC
Sunsilk Fashion Week.

Maheen Karim
Fashion designer Maheen Karim captured vibrant
summer prints and luxury fabrics to carve her futuristic
Spring Summer 2013 collection titled ‘Paradise’ at PFDC
Sunsilk Fashion Week Day 4.She played up with luxury
silks and bright vivid summer hues of green, blue,
oranges, yellow, deep maroons, magentas, glittery
goldens, and black combining color splashes to design
vibrant and fun silhouettes for ladies. It was a ready-towear collection with contemporary swoop and fluidity
which also included western cuts and daring bohemian
ensmebles.
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Make-Up Colors for 2013
Every season brings with it a new fashion
craze, making it hard to decide which beauty
products to wear. To help you we have compiled
most wanted trends in makeup colors for 2013.

Red Lipstick: Eyes are being toned down and
becoming more natural in 2013 with lips taking
center stage. In terms of finish, matte is in. You
can choose from burberry lip cover in ‘union red’
shade, clinique high impact lip colour spf15 in
‘sassy spice’, anna sui – lip rouge v in shade
‘vivid’ and l’oreal colour riche serum lipstick in
shade s503 – bright burgundy.
Emerald Eyeliner: The trendiest color this year
and especially this season is… emerald! If you
are looking for what to wear as clothing or
makeup for your next party, choose this color
and you will be the star everywhere you go! The
glitter strobe eyeliner set” is perfect for those
who like to wear the emerald trend subtly,
because you can wear a natural or neutral eye
shadow (beige, ivory, soft brown or soft pink for
example), and add a touch of color with a thin
emerald eyeliner. The result is amazing!
Copper Eye Shadow: This spring try out
shades of copper for that frosted metallic finish
from make up for ever #12 — creamy, rich
copper with a metallic finish, nars isolde — two
shades of coppery browns, mac amber lights
— rich, metallic copper with a strong goldencopper shimmer, giorgio armani #5 —
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darkened coppery brown with a metallic finish,
inglot #405 — metallic copper
Charcoal Nail Paint: Add glamour to your
finger tips with a touch of charcoal nail paint.
Go for nyx girls – abyss, savina – charcoal
sparkle. Look for a charcoal with a hint of
silvery gray shimmer, like opi nail lacquer
polish in suzi skis in the pyrenees, dark
gunmetal shade that manicurists brush on
nails. Keep the fun rolling.
Plum Blusher:au naturale's blusher is a
mulberry pigment with rose undertones, and a
touch of sheen. Apply it on your cheekbones
for that flushed, breezy look. Choose one that
glides on smoothly and blends easily for
seamless color and a natural, radiant finish.
Sky Blue Eye Shadow Plus Liner: Vibrant
blue shades are a beauty trend that has
staying power simply because it can be
striking on the right woman. Experts say the
right shade of blue can make blue eyes pop,
while lilac and purples are gorgeous on brown
eyes and black and olive-skinned women. Try
a deeper-hued shade of blue eye liner. Navy or
indigo works great. If you're opting for blue eye

shadow, keep the rest of your makeup light.
Electric Purple Lipstick: Want to look girly,
whimsical and a little intimidating, then pair
macs lipmix in burgundy with macs pigment in
violet and be electric. This color cannot be

worn at all times and certainly not to the office.
Platinum Eye Shadow: Excellent for fair skin
tone proving an alternative to gold and silver
eye shadows. Platinum has taken the smoky
eye to the next level, making the eye look
bigger without the extreme drama of charcoal.
You can also try pairing warm glimmering

platinum (elizabeth arden eye pencil in
platinum glow) with smudgy black liner for a
streamlined futuristic look. Or, create the
illusion of wide-open doll eyes by applying just
along the inner rim of your bottom lashes.
Opaque White Nail Polish: Want to play with
the shade this season? Since white nails make
a statement, this is a great option to downplay
the color's boldness. You can try revlon top
speed nail enamel in spirit, an opaque, bright
white.
Hot Pink Lipstick:for those with fairer skin try
an icy pink, and for fiery redheads there's no
need to be wary of clashing colors as an
apricot or coral based pink is the perfect shade
for you. Dab a touch of your regular foundation
or nude lip liner before you apply your first coat
of color and then blot with a tissue before
applying a second layer.This technique
absorbs any moisture in the lipstick, making
the color brighter and ensuring your pout is
party-ready even when the night is over.
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Hottest Trends
Perspex Box
Clutch
It’s retro, yet it’s modern. Colourful
yet see through. Funky, yet still
fashionable. This summer, it’s
crucial to think light, bright and
cheerful. Perspex box clutch gives
you ultimate classy look. If you
want privacy you can stick any fun
printed pouch inside, yet you are on
fire!
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HATS
& SHORTS
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Sync-Trends

Now in this hot summer, it is the perfect time to get yourself
sorted out for an excellent summer caps and shorts that are
stylish as well as comfortable and cool for you. The caps are part
of fashion which also keeps your hair and skin away from the
sun and protect you from harmful rays of sun in summer,
addition of a cap can bring life to your outfit. While tailored
shorts are comfy, a little less casual but very distinguished look.
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Meditation Apps for Inner-Peace (On The Go)
In our non-stop contemporary lives, it helps
when mindfulness can be practiced on-the-go.
Fortunately, you don't have to carve out a full 30
minutes, twice a day to feel the benefits of
cultivating mindfulness through a regular
meditation routine. Just a few minutes can go a

long way toward lowering stress levels,
stabilizing mood and improving focus. Even very
brief instruction in mindfulness meditation (four
20-minute sessions) was effective in relieving
pain by reducing the brain's emotional response
to painful stimuli.
So if you're looking for a way to incorporate
meditation into a jam-packed schedule, put your
phone on airplane mode and unwind with one of
these eight meditation apps for portable serenity,
whether you're on the subway, waiting at the
airport or just catching a little quiet time at home.
Headspace: Kick start your meditation practice
with a 10-day starter program from headspace,
a free guided meditation app. The
comprehensive guided meditation sessions
offer clear and straight-forward mindfulness
instruction for beginners, who can continue to
access hours of videos and audio meditations
by subscribing for a low monthly fee.
The Mindfulness App: Sometimes, just
remembering to be mindful is the hardest part of
sticking to a practice. If you need a little nudge to
help you stick with your meditation routine, try

the mindfulness app. The biggest perk of this
$1.99 program is that you can set location alerts
to remind you to stop and meditate at a particular
time or day of the week, or even when you enter
a certain location.
Buddhify:This $2.99 app describes itself as
"the urban meditation app for modern life," and
was named the number-one health app by uk
news outlet the sun. App store reviewers rave
about the app's clear, simple design and
relaxing guided meditations. Customize your
meditation to your location: it offers tailored
guides for when you're at home, walking or at the
gym.
Smiling Mind: Designed specifically for young
people, smiling mind makes meditation fun,
easy and accessible. Created by a team of
psychologists who specialize in adolescent
therapy, the app offers programs catered to
different age groups, from 7-11 years old to
adult, and also includes reminders.
Mindfulness Meditation By Mental Workout:
This best-selling iphone app by mental workout,
designed by renowned meditation teacher and
psychotherapist stephan bodian, provides
guided meditations for both beginners and more
experienced mindfulness practitioners. The app
features an eight-week program, inspiration

talks, body scans and relaxation instructions.
According to one App Store reviewer, the app is
the best way to learn mindfulness "short of
finding your own personal meditation teacher."
Simply Being: Short guided meditations, with
or without music and nature sounds, for
relaxation and presence are the focus of this

$0.99 app. Perfect for beginners looking for
something simple, simply being is highly rated
for being user-friendly and customizable.
Meditate Meditation Timer: If guided
meditation isn't your thing, try going your own
way with a basic meditation timer app that allows
you to follow your own practice, either silently or
accompanied by bells. The statistics feature
also allows users to track their practice and chart
progress.
Walking Meditation
This app by meditation oasis, the makers of
simply being, is geared toward mediation onthe-go. With three different guided walking
meditations, users can plug in their headphones
and unwind in transit. The app comes with a
diary for users to keep track of their progress.
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Help Your Kids By Spending More Time Outdoors With Them
Here are some reasons why spending time outdoors with your
children is important. If none of these practical and important
reasons work for you — consider that a child who spends time

outdoors breathes healthier air (than indoors), learns to see the
wonders of nature, climbs trees, has more fun and learns a
deeper respect for wildlife and natural surroundings.
10 Reasons A Parent Should Care:
1. Stronger Bones And Lower Cancer Risk: Today’s “indoor
kids” don’t get enough sun and are becoming Vitamin D
deficient, causing health risks.
2. Trimmer And Healthier Kids: An hour of play a day is what
doctors say is a basic tool in the effort to ward off childhood
obesity and diabetes.
3. Improved Eyesight: Recent studies find that kids who get
outdoor time have less nearsightedness and need for eye
glasses.
4. Less Depression And Hyperactivity: Outdoor time in
natural setting (even tree-lined streets) soothes kids and lower
their need for medications.
5. Longer Attention Spans: Children who stare at TV and
video games all day have less patience and shorter attention
spans.

6. Better At Making Friends: Children playing together
outdoors relate directly with one another, create games
together, choose sides and improve their “people” skills.
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7. More Creative: Outdoor kids are more likely to use their own
imaginations, inventions and creativity while playing.
8. Less “acting Out” At Home And School: Getting kids away
from TV violence and video games helps them see that violent

behavior does not always solve problems.
9. Measurably Better Grades In School: The healthy bodies
and minds that come with outdoor play are better able to do well
in school.
10. A Longer Lifespan And Healthier Adult Life: Doctors
estimate that sedentary and obese children lose three to five
years from their life expectancy.

Some Outdoor Ideas:
Some ideas for outdoor exploration are:
Ø Enjoy a five senses hike.
Ø Organize a nature scavenger hunt.
Ø Explore a local nature trail.
Ø Camp out in the backyard.
Ø Take a nature photo safari.
Ø Put up a bird feeder and watch for visitors.
Ø Observe the night sky.
Ø Plant a family tree and watch it grow.
Ø Invite neighborhood kids to join in a bug walk
and critter talk.
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Parenting Tips: The Secret To Being Loved
Effective Parents Teach Their Children
about Love
One of the most important things we can
teach our children is how to be loved and
loving. We can’t protect them from the
many difficulties, even tragedies, of life.
But we can teach them how to surround
themselves with support and love. People
who are loved have people around them to
celebrate the good times, to share life’s
triumphs, and to manage the rough spots.
People who have solid relationships are
seldom lonely and seldom lost, no matter
how challenging or painful their life’s
course. People who are loved have a
security deep inside that makes it possible
to take risks and to accept defeats. People
who are loved during life die satisfied.
So, given all this theory, what’s a good
parent to do to teach a child about how to
love? Here are some ways that effective
parents help their children learn and
practice the skill and art of loving.
è Model sharing and consideration for
others: Including your spouse, your
children, and your friends. Kids breathe
what we do and say. Your willingness to
be unselfish when it would be easier
not to be really does matter.You may try
to take an attitude of “why not” rather
than “why” whenever someone asks to
do something. You’ll found that this
fundamental shift in your thinking will
make an enormous difference in how
you get along with others.
Name
loving acts: Help your children
è
recognize when they are showing love
in ways big and, especially, in ways
small.It has extreme importance of
catching children being right. Noticing
and commenting when your children

do something thoughtful, selfless, or
helpful helps them to understand
something as abstract as loving and
makes them want to do it again.
è Make a conscious effort to do
something subtle and personally
meaningful for those you care
about: as often as you can. Most
people don’t want parades and flowers
(well, maybe occasionally they do).
Most people feel very, very loved when
someone makes a call during a rough
week, remember how they like their
coffee or do an errand they find hard to
fit into the day. It really is the little things
that count.
è Make sure that your kids learn how
to recognize when people have
extended themselves for them and
help them learn ways to express
appreciation: Love is an interaction
between people. Children as young as
18 months can understand that they
need to say thank you when they have
been on the receiving end of love. The
rote response that comes after a
parental prompting will become their
own response in time.Let’s consider,
from the time your children are able to
hold a crayon, you may help your
children draw and “write” thank-you
notes whenever they received a gift. By
the time they will teens, your kids
automatically will sit down with paper
and pen to acknowledge the
thoughtfulness of others. The key to
this good behavior is that their mother
didn’t see it as an odious chore but
rather as a very, very important part of
maintaining relationships. As your
children will grow, they will able to

understand the richness that comes
from graciously receiving love and
sending it back as a verbal hug.
Don’t
forget to show affection:
è
Everyone needs touch and hugs and
little gestures of connection and contact
especially when they don’t feel that they
deserve it.
The secret to being loved, if you haven’t
already guessed, is to be more loving.
è
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Banana Dumplings
Ingredients:
2 bananas, peeled and sliced in thick circular pieces
1 cup flour
1 cup milk
1 ½ teaspoons sugar
1 egg
1 teaspoon baking powder
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
Directions:
1. Peel and slice your bananas in small pieces.
2.In a bowl, mix flour, milk, sugar, beaten egg, baking
powder and oil as directed.
3. Mix well until you get a thick mixture.
4. Slide all your chopped banana pieces into this
mixture.
5.Take a deep frying saucepan or wok. Make sure you
heat about half a cup of oil to the saucepan so the
dumplings fry well.
6.Keep the stove on medium to high heat.
7. Using a tablespoon or wooden spoon, pick each
banana piece from the bowl and pour directly into the
hot oil. A little bit of the mixture will spread around
the banana piece and that's good.
8.Turn each dumpling after 1-2 minutes of deep frying
so both sides are done well.
9. As soon as the dumplings are golden brown, drain
them on paper towel and serve hot with tea or coffee!

Strawberry Slush
Ingredients
•hot water 1 cup
•sugar 4 tbsp or to taste
•lemon juice 2 tbsp
•frozen strawberries 2 cups
Directions
1.place hot water in blender, along with sugar and lemon juice.
2.turn on blender and add frozen strawberries one at a time until
reach to a slush consistency.
3.pour into a glass and enjoy
4.making with fresh strawberries: add fresh strawberries in the
blender, along with ½ cup cold water, sugar and lemon juice.
5.blend until smooth; add ice cubes one at a time while blending
until reach to a slush consistency. Serve.
www.syncmag.ca
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World Partnership Walk

Started some 28 years ago in 1985, to fight global
poverty, raising funds to help countries stand with
high-pace moving world and to elevate the life
standards of poor and deprived people among us.
The World Partnership Walk was initiated by the
Aga Khan Foundation Canada (AKFC), a nonprofit international development agency working
in Asia and Africa to find sustainable solutions to
the complex problems causing global poverty.
For nearly 28 years, Aga Khan Foundation
Canada has been partnering with Canadians
through the World Partnership Walk: Canada’s
largest fundraising event against global poverty.
Since its start, the Walk has raised over $75
million for international development programs
and initiatives, making it the largest and most
successful event of its kind in Canada! In 2012, it
rose over $7 million and drew almost 40,000
people to Walks across 10 cities across the
country.

Vol 1, Issue 20

“ In 1985, a small team of
women in Vancouver
voluntarily started raising
funds and walking to help end
global poverty in their own
small but meaningful way. They
had come from Asia and Africa
and wanted to give back to the
communities they left behind.
They persuaded 1,000 other
walkers to join them in the fight
against global poverty and
raised $55,000 in donations. ”
www.syncmag.ca
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World Partnership Walk

Funds support meaningful projects identified and
implemented by local communities, targeting areas
of greatest need and providing long-term
sustainable solutions – projects that revitalize a
rural economy, ensure clean water and sanitation,
strengthen community-based organizations and
educate new generations of girls and women.
100% of the funds raised go towards supporting
Aga Khan Foundation Canada that supports social
and economic development programs in Asia and
Africa, literacy classes for women in Afghanistan,
better-quality education for girls and boys in East
Africa and employment opportunities in Pakistan
and Mozambique.
Funds raised by the Walk also help AKFC to
leverage additional support from major donors like
the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA). This means that the impact of every dollar
you raise is multiplied many times over.
www.syncmag.ca
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Toronto Walk Day
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Can Diet Affect Thyroid Function?
Thyroid conditions can occur for many
reasons, including an autoimmune disease in
which the body’s immune system attacks its
own normal thyroid tissue. The Western diet
has taken a lot of heat as a possible cause
behind a myriad of health conditions. It isn't
usually related to thyroid conditions, however,
and radical alternatives to the typical Western
diet can't reverse most thyroid problems
either.
Thyroid And Diet: The Soy Debate
There has been some question about whether
eating soy is harmful when it comes to thyroid
function, and if it can actually cause
hypothyroidism. Soy products are considered
to be slightly anti-thyroid, but there are so
many benefits of soy.
Soy — in the form of tofu, soy milk, soy yogurt,
and other foods — is a great substitute for
high-fat protein, can help lower cholesterol
levels, and possibly has other health benefits
as well. Do you need to give all that up? The
answer is no, according to a review of 14
studies evaluating the effects of soy on thyroid
function — researchers found no evidence to
show that soy can cause thyroid disease or
that it affects thyroid function in any other way.
The only time to worry about soy is when you
already have hypothyroidism and are taking
synthetic thyroid hormone medication —
because soy, as well as some other foods, can
interfere with its absorption.
On the flip side of the soy coin, there is some
speculation that an all-vegan diet that includes
plenty of soy protein could reverse
hyperthyroidism (overactive thyroid). A vegan
diet means the elimination of all animalderived foods — no dairy, eggs, or meat —
and soy is a common replacement for these
foods. But while a cholesterol-free, low-fat
vegan diet may help ward off many health
conditions like heart disease, obesity, and
some cancers, soy doesn't have this kind of

effect on thyroid function.
Thyroid And Diet: The Bottom Line On
Iodine
We don’t know that there's any food or diet that
affects hypothyroidism. The one possible
exception is if you have a deficiency of iodine
in your diet. Iodine is necessary for your body
to make thyroid hormones, and if you don’t get
enough iodine through your diet, you may
develop thyroid disease, including
hypothyroidism (an underactive thyroid) or an
enlarged thyroid, sometimes called a goiter.
But almost all get iodine from salt and
seafood, so iodine deficiency is rare in most of
the world.
Too much iodine in the diet or taking too many
iodine supplements may lead to
hyperthyroidism, or overactive thyroid. In that
case, decreasing your iodine intake might
improve your symptoms.
Thyroid and Diet: A Note About Taking Thyroid
Hormone
If you have hypothyroidism, you don’t have a
functioning thyroid. In order to reverse
hypothyroidism, you would basically need to
grow a new thyroid, and no diet can do that.
The only ‘diet’ that can cure hypothyroidism is
the one that contains thyroid hormones, which
can only be taken in the form of a daily thyroid
supplement.

your doctor, before eating those foods or
taking any supplements or other meds. Or,
wait until at least two hours after consuming
those foods or medications before taking your
thyroid medication.
There's a lot of hype surrounding food, diet,
and nutrition to manage thyroid function. But
the best thing you can do to manage your
thyroid problem is to follow your doctor's
recommendations on medication, treatment
options, diet, and exercise. When your thyroid
symptoms subside, your body is telling you
that it has what it needs to be healthy.

Though certain foods can’t reverse a thyroid
problem, it's important to know about foods
and medications that can potentially interact
with your thyroid medication. For people with
hypothyroidism who take thyroid hormone
every day, foods or supplements containing
calcium, iron, and soy, and even medications
like cholesterol drugs, can keep the hormone
from being properly absorbed. That’s why it’s
usually best to take your thyroid medication on
an empty stomach, first thing in the morning.
Then wait at least an hour, or as directed by
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Masood Kohari - The Painter in Clay
Born in 1939 masood
kohari’s creative
multidimensionality enjoys
a distinct exception from his
senior contemporaries in
the fact that he has
succeeded in producing
perceptively experimental
work in paintings, drawing,
ceramic class medium and
sculpture in the last fifty
years. All these art forms have been done justice
in terms of different levels and categories of
experimentations, graceful in his artistic quality
and innovative in freshness.The first to
introduce ceramics as a medium of expression
in pakistan back in the late 1960s, kohari had
been working in france for the last 30 years
where he endeavoured and learnt the
technicalities of this slow and painstaking
medium through his sheer patience and
dedication. The artist has been unusually open
about the secrets of his craft, discovered
through a love for experimentation.Though he is
a painter with great potential, masood kohari is
acknowledged as a ceramist essentially
because his most exuberant and celebrated
work has been done in clay. Yet his use of clay
cannot limit him to the category of a ceramist or
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potter only. The intricate development of the
arrangement of clay pieces to create abstract
forms which also mirrored figures, and his
trademark 'collage' of clay and glass emulate his
artistic approach to be profound yet
sensitive.Like the affect of nature, art can
influence us in intensely personal ways. And for
someone who has been engaged in practicing
the traditions of art for nearly half a century,
masood kohari`s work impacts at the scale of
iconography.In cultivating an appreciation for art
and imagery, the man who captures fascination
and is considered instrumental in developing
students` or visitors` eyes, their taste and
senses, of composition is kohari. Many have
been in awe of his inimitable talent. The effect of
colours and textures of his crystal collages on
emotions are like silent tunes of music. And one
could imagine the outcome of some 500 such
artworks.The land of rivers and its culture
became my palette and a source to feed and fill
my creative urges, said the artist adding, “the
colours, marks and textures that i accumulated
in rivers, lands and cultures, took the form of my
works and my identity.”As exalted the name
masud kohari in the worlds of paintings and
ceramics, the 73-year-old loves to show his
works, “so that people can learn, so that
students can pick one or two things,” he said.
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Justin Bieber Buying Engagement Ring
For Selena Gomez?

MOVIE REVIEW

DRAMA REVIEW

Justin Bieber is reportedly buying a
diamond ring for Selena Gomez.Beverly
Hills jeweller Neil Lane has been tasked
with designing the £650,000 item with
friends close to the 'As Long As You Love
Me' hitmaker believing he is getting ready
to propose to his on/off girlfriend.The
jeweller has created engagement rings for
a number of stars - including Britney
Spears - and although he won't comment
on clients, an insider has revealed Justin's
plans.The source told the Daily Star
Sunday newspaper: 'Justin is planning to

go through final designs with Neil in the
next week.'At the moment his favourite
idea is a huge, canary yellow, princess-cut
diamond surrounded by smaller diamonds
and set in white or yellow gold.'It is said
Justin's schedule is being kept clear for
Selena's 21st birthday in July - and it
seems he's 'relentless' pursuit is paying
off.The insider added: 'Justin kept
relentlessly pursuing her with text
messages, emails and phone calls,
despite the fact that she dumped him last
year.'Justin's mum Pattie also put
pressure on Selena after coming to the
conclusion she was the only one who
could keep him on the straight and narrow.'
ould keep him on the straight and narrow.'

Kaala Jadoo
Timing: Wednesday, 08:00 pm
Channel: Ary Digital

A curse!! That’s what it is. Our society is plagued with it. This serial is dealing
with a very sensitive issue that probably prevails in every household. What we
are seeing here are modern educated families facing with super natural
dilemma. It tells the story of Suman(Aiza Khan), among other half a dozen
characters. Suman becomes the victim of kaala jadoo, by people around her:
like her mother-in-law (Saba Hameed), and her bhabhi, played by Sana
Askari. The scenes are limited and bit repeated with a brawl here and a brawl
there, the script writer can add a lot more variety to the subject. So far Sarkar
and Sheeren are holding the forte. On the positive side, hoping, this serial will
teach all female viewers a very serious lesson and make them realize that it is
the will of Allah (and not any black magic) that affects the outcome of events.

Shootout At Wadala
Cast: Anil Kapoor, John Abraham, Kangana Ranaut, Manoj Bajpayee, Sonu Sood and Tusshar Kapoor
Direction: Sanjay Gupta
Sanjay Gupta's Shootout At Wadala largely draws inspiration from journalist-author S Hussain
Zaidi's Dongri to Dubai-6 decades of the Mumbai mafia. But the maker takes the cinematic
liberty of changing the material at hand to make his film and characters more engaging. Or
should we say largely entertaining. SAW has two protagonists—Manya Surve( John Abraham)
a bright college student from the 70s, who finds himself inexorably drawn into a vortex of crime.
The other leading man is Aafaque Bagraan(Anil Kapoor) a trigger-happy cop who wants to
clean up the streets of the maximum city.As the police and the criminals play the regular usual
cat and mouse game; the screenplay introduces the viewer to endless gangsters and their girls.
There's Vidya( Kangana Ranaut), Manya's love-interest, Sheikh Munir(Tusshar Kapoor),
Gyanchod (Siddhanth Kapoor) and a couple of more hoodlums who are his henchmen. And you
have their deadly opponents—the Haksar brothers, Zubair ( Manoj Bajpayee) and
Dilawar(Sonu Sood). Manya and Zubair wrest to take over the Mumbai mafia. Quite naturally
the opposing gangs bay for one another's blood. And in true Bollywood style, the slaying is
interrupted only with the swaying; so you have three item songs lined up
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Karan Johar Set To Become A Father
A leading daily has reported that filmmakerproducer karan johar is all set to become a
father. Karan, who recently celebrated his 41st
birthday is soon going to adopt a child.
The director who has time and again
emphasized that he will be a good parent has

Danis Tanovic, the movie is almost complete,
with only a few scenes left to be shot in June.

Rishi Kapoor: I Was Uncomfortable
Working With Prithviraj In 'Aurangzeb’

Aarti Chhabria Returns With Jhalak
Dikhhla Jaa
finally zeroed in on the idea of adoption.
Johar, who is not seeing anyone intends on
raising the child on his own, with a little help
from his mother hiroo johar. Currently, the head
of dharma productions is packed with a tight
schedule and yet seems keen on bringing
home a bundle of joy.
One of bollywood's most eligible bachelors, the
idea of extending his family comes almost
naturally to him. Adoption for stars has been a
brave choice. Despite having a lack of a
spouse, many bollywood stars have adopted
kids and proved to be successful parents like
actors sushmita sen and raveena tandon.
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Noted actor Rishi Kapoor says he felt
uncomfortable calling his co-star Prithviraj
Sukumaran by his first name because it is the
name of his grandfather, the yesteryear
t h e s p i a n P r i t h v i r a j K a p o o r. " I w a s
uncomfortable working with Prithviraj for the
first two days as it was my grandfather's
name. But later, it was ok," Rishi Kapoor told

The costume, the choreography, the look and
the location will remind you of Urmila
Matondkar from her hit number, Kambakth Ishq
from her 2001 release Pyaar Tune Kya
Kiya.Aarti Chhabria, who's participating on
Colors celebrity dance reality show Jhalak
Dikhhla Jaa, has adopted that look for the
promo shoot of the dance show.Meanwhile, the
contestants of JDJ for the first time took the

reporters at the promotional event of
upcoming film Aurangzeb.Rishi Kapoor and
Prithviraj will be playing cops in
Aurangzeb.Kapoor was all praise for the costar Arjun Kapoor."He is very focused as an
actor. His passion towards acting was seen in
his work. Passion for work is very important.
Hope he does good work and make your
parents proud and happy," he said.ork and
make your parents proud and happy," he said.
unusual route of
shooting the promo at a
real location in Mumbai,
instead of the usual
studio setting.All the
contestants thronged to
the famous Vasai fort,
which is located at 60
kms on the outskirts of
Mumbai.Interestingly,
the historic fort has
already been part of
many iconic movies like
Josh, Khamoshi,
Wanted among
others.The promo, shot
by Manu Sharma (who
has worked on YRF
films), had the

UPCOMING MOVIES

Emraan Hashmi Plays A Poor Pakistani
In 'White Lies’
Emraan Hashmi was applauded for his
performance as Joginder Parmar in Dibakar
Banerjee's Shanghai in which he played the
role of an adult film-maker, hailing from the
lower middle class.The actor will once again
reprise his role of a middle-class man in Danis
Tanovic's film, White Lies.Hashmi sports a look
akin to his Shanghai avatar, but this time his
fight will be against a corporate giant in the
film.Confirms a source close to the project,
"The movie portrays the story of a common
man who gets trapped in a corporate web, and it
is his fight against this corporate giant that
forms the crux of the story." Although the story is
set in Pakistan, the production team zeroed
down on Patiala for shooting the Pakistani
portions.White Lies will feature Emraan
Hashmi playing a Pakistani national for the first
time.Apart from the actor, who essays the
central lead, the film also stars veteran Supriya
Pathak, who will be playing Emraan Hashmi's
mother.Directed by international film-maker

participants dancing to the tunes of Bombay
and Taal.The moves were a blend of fluid
movements with myriad expressions
conveying playfulness, romance, grace,
euphoria, envy etc.

Yamla Pagla Deewana 2
June 7, 2013
Sunny Deol, Bobby Deol, Dharmendra,
Neha Sharma

After Earth
June 7, 2013
Jaden Smith, Will Smith, Isabelle
Fuhrman, Zoe Kravitz, Sophie Okonedo,
Kristofer Hivju

Policegiri
June 14, 2013
Sanjay Dutt, Prakash Raj, Om Puri, Prachi
Desai
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Steamroller Serena Buries Paris
Misery

Sachin Tendulkar Announces
Retirement From IPL

PARIS: Women's top seed, 2002
champion and overwhelming favourite
Serena Williams buried the ghosts of
her 2012 first round horror show to
storm into the second round of the
French Open on Sunday.The 31-yearold American, bidding for a 16th Grand
Slam title, suffered her worst defeat at
a major in Paris 12 months ago when
she was dumped out of the first round by Frenchwoman Virginie
Razzano.But on Sunday, Williams extended her current winning
streak to 25, the best of her career, with a 6-0, 6-1 demolition of
Georgia's Anna Tatishvili, the world number 80, who, until
reaching the Strasbourg quarter-finals last week, had not won a
match on the main tour in 2013.

Cricket star sachin tendulkar has
announced his retirement from the
indian premier league (ipl)
tournament."I think this is the right time
to stop playing the ipl. I am 40. Got to
accept it," tendulkar said.The
announcement came moments after his
team Mumbai Indians lifted their first IPL
title on Sunday night, beating the
Chennai Super Kings by 23 runs.The IPL has been dogged by
controversy with allegations of spot-fixing against several
cricketers and team owners.In the last fortnight, three bowlers
from Rajasthan Royals team and the owner of the Chennai Super
Kings team have been arrested.The tournament's final match
was played in the eastern city of Calcutta."This is my last IPL,"
Tendulkar said in a television interview after the match.

Former Umpire Reveals UAE 'Fixing' Approach
London:former umpire john holder alleged sunday he was offered
10,000 pounds ($15,139) to help sway the course of a one-day
international in the united arab emirates.Holder, who stood in 11 tests,
said the approach related to a match between sri lanka and pakistan
in sharjah. "they said if i can somehow lull the sri lanka batsmen into
putting on a partnership of 85 they would give me 10,000 pounds in
cash," the 68-year-old holder told bbc radio's test match special. "i
said, 'you've got the wrong person'."Barbados-born holder, a former
bowler for english county hampshire, became a first-class umpire in
1983 and stood in 11 tests and 19 odis from 1988 to 2001.Amid recent
corruption charges relating to the indian premier league, hoder was
asked if he'd ever been approached to 'fix' a match. "i was in sharjah in
1993 for a one-day international series between sri lanka, west indies
and pakistan," he said. "i was introduced to a man and offered 10,000
pounds to make sure sri lanka batsmen put on a partnership of 85. "he
told me his syndicate were involved in making money as the game
fluctuates. "i said, 'you've got the wrong person'. Players and umpires
who get involved in match-fixing have got to realise there's no such
thing as easy money. "once you get into that, your career is ruined.

Westwood Looks For
Triumph Wentworth, England
Lee Westwood of England was
bidding to make it a homecoming
to remember as the final round of
the european pga championship
got under way here at wentworth
o n s u n d a y. i t a l y ’ s m a t t e o
manassero and scotland’s marc
warren were two shots adrift of
the lead with ireland’s shane
lowry a further stroke back.
Sergio garcia who has been at
the centre of a racism row that
overshadowed the start of the
tournament was in a group of
players on five-nder par and still
well in contention.

You'd lose your self-respect, the players and commentators would
know. "i couldn't live my life looking over my shoulder, and i'd always
be remembered as a cheat, so i had to say no, and reported it." The ipl
was rocked by a scandal
this month which saw
india test bowler
shanthakumaran
sreesanth and fellow
rajasthan royals players
ajit chandila and ankeet
chavan arrested for
alleged spot-fixing. And
on thursday, pakistani
umpire asad rauf was
withdrawn from next
month's icc champions
trophy in the uk in june
following reports he too
was being investigated
by indian police.

Son-In-law Of BCCI Chief Suspended
NEW DELHI: The son-in-law of
India's cricket board chief was on
Sunday suspended from "any
involvement" in the sport pending
an inquiry into his role in a spotfixing scandal, officials said.
Gurunath Meiyappan, part of the
management team of Indian
Premier League franchise Chennai
Super Kings, was arrested by police
in Mumbai on Friday for allegedly
betting on matches in connivance
with bookies and a Bollywood actor.The Board of Control for
Cricket in India (BCCI) said it had taken note of Meiyappan's
detention and decided to take action, pending further
investigations by the police as well as its own disciplinary
committee.
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BIRTHDAY
THIS WEEK

Aries
Mar 21-April 19
This is likely to be a busy, fast-paced week when
you could go into communication overdrive. If
you need to persuade someone of something or
share an idea or plan, there seems to be very
little that could go wrong.

Tauras
April20 - May20
You're going to enjoy both earning and
spending. Wrack your brains and come up with
some new and exciting moneymaking ideas

Cancer

Sonakshi Sinha
Bollywood actress
June 2, 1987

June21 - July 22
You're currently moving through a cosmic cycle
in which it helps to relax and reflect. You might
feel happiest when you're taking time out,
perhaps to read motivational books or watch an
inspiring movie or two. If you feel you've gotten
too far away from yourself, this is the ideal time
to meditate and reconnect with your heart's
desire.

Leo

person's extravagant plans before you know it.
There's nothing wrong with this as long as you
know what you're getting into. The focus on
shared resources and joint finances looks
largely positive, but it could also indicate
overconfidence in your situation or in the words
of another.

Sagittarius
November 22 - December 21

Romance as well as entertainment and fun
friends have the potential to bring enjoyment,
although you might wish that it was all less
costly. However, money might be the last
thing on your mind when you're out indulging
in all kinds of pleasures and exciting
escapades. It isn't all about entertainment.
You can use the current trends to connect with
people who might make keen and
adventurous business partners.

Capricorn
December 22 - January 19

Work and health issues get a lucky boost and
may bring you more than you bargained for
this week. Early on, negotiations and
conversations may yield positive news or
encourage you to consider a deal or contract.

Gemini

July 23 - August 22
This is a hectic week that centers on groups and
gatherings, networking, and generally
connecting with others.

May 21-June 20

Virgo

January 20 - February 18

August 23 - September 22
This could be one of the busiest and most
productive times of the year, especially in your
career. Make a to-do list and get started with
things so you can check them off. Opportunities
abound, so focus on a few well-chosen goals
and do everything in your power to succeed.

You seem to be very much in demand socially
and in romance, which could be very
pleasing. There's no shortage of fun. You may
be happy to take a gamble on a budding
relationship or even on an entrepreneurial
idea that seems promising.

Your romantic and social life could
take an interesting and exciting turn.
A friend may provide a breath of
fresh air or give you a few ideas that
are notable for their originality.
Listen to your intuition, especially
early on. If you get a hunch to go
somewhere or do something, go for
it. You could end up with a new
romance or business deal by
following your nose. Later in the
month you'll love to talk - more than
usual. Splurging may be one way to
calm a restless mood.
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Libra
September 23 - October 22
Someone could have the gift of gab this week.
You'll be more likely to listen to what they have to
say if they're talking about travel, adventure, and
wide-open horizons that seem to call to your
soul.

Scorpio
October 23 - November 21
You could find yourself agreeing to a certain

Aquarius

Pisces
February 19 - March 20

A lot that is upbeat and positive is happening
at home. It's a great week for entertaining,
especially early on. That's when good fortune
may be the result of inviting key people over
for a special meal. You might even feel
motivated to redecorate, remodel, or clear out
clutter. The focus then shifts to your romance
and pleasure zone.

“Inspired by ancient Egyptian motifs and
designs, ENNZ brings together exotic illustrations
of ancient jewellery from the Mediterranean Asia
and the Americas, blending wonderfully to the
contemporary trends of today in simple and spiral
lines with a fusion of light weight metals set in
precious and semi-precious stones"

For information contact:

514-316-7576

